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50% OFF! Available for 19.99 $9.95! On Special Sale Until July 5.      This delectable & impolite

coloring book is about to become one of your greatest small pleasures. Printed on black paper, it

introduces you to a whole new coloring experience. Your designs will look incredibly vibrant and

beautiful.  And never worry again about coloring outside the lines.  It contains humorous and

gorgeous one-sided pages with designs varying from minimal to highly detailed where youâ€™ll find

cute animals, leaves and abstract patterns uniquely articulated around swear words and

expressions such as 'Dumbass', 'Youâ€™re such a dick', and many others..    This Delectable Adult

Coloring Book Features:     Dozens Of Delectable Coloring Pages Beautiful Designs To Relieve

Stress & Have Fun Single-Sided Pages At 8.5x11 Animals,Leaves, Abstract Patterns And Hidden

Little Things  Includes Digital PDF Bonus Inside The BookLink To Receive My Last Book For Free   

Some of the words youâ€™ll come accross:     Bitch Face Douche bag Fuck Motherfucker Bastard

Screw You Youâ€™re such a dick Dumb piece of shit Go to Hell, Bitch And so many more!   Order

now and start this delightful journey. Youâ€™re going to love it.
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Adult coloring at it's finest. 50 shades of Bullsh*t about sums up the reason I enjoy coloring so

much. It's such a awesome stress relief. When I have a long day or just need some me time..I pull

out this awesome book and some colored pencils and go to town. Love this. It's my new go to also

for the perfect gift for my friends.*I paid full price and did not receive this item at a promotional

discount in exchange for a review.



I absolutely love this coloring book. I am a technical support representative and I am able to color

this while waiting for certain things to happen while on the phone with customers. It let's out my

frustration in a positive manner as opposed to sounding frustrated. I adore that it is the dark version

of coloring books. The blacked out pages certainly make for an easier, prettier experience with

these sheets. I do wish they were perforated. However, for the price there is absolutely no

complaints from me. I will say I would be more than willing to pay just a little bit more for perforation.

I love this book, just one thing is that i think some of the animals and pics look kinda juvenile but

other than that its great :)

This adult coloring book has a lot more pages then most others. It has some fun swear words. It has

too many pages of the "C" word. Other then that it's a great book. The pages have a good amount

of details. It has a lit of nice designs. It is very fun and relaxing coloring in this book. The pages are

thick enough and don't bleed through. This book is a good quality. I highly recommend this product.

This adult coloring book makes a great gift. **DISCLAIMER** I purchased this product at a

discounted price in exchange for my honest review. The discount that I received did not alter my

opinion in any way.

I've bought a couple different curse word coloring books and love this one the best. I use gel ink

pens and with the dark backgrounds this book has, the colors pop more than it would with a white

background. Granted, I'm not going to hang these on my walls at home but for the simple pleasure

of creating something that's very pretty but still awesome and funny, I love it. Definitely buying more

and giving them as gifts for Christmas.

This is my first coloring book from Alex Fleming. I like this one just as well as the second. They are

a tad vulgar for me, I am sure because I am over 49, but most people would get a good laugh.I was

offered this book in exchange for my honest review.

I think this is a really cold but. I mean every adult loves to color. And it's even better when a book is

made for adults. It is fun coloring words but you can't normally colored in everyday life. It helps get

your frustration and anger out so you can be more calm. It also helps relieve stress and leave it in

your picture. Which leaves a colorful picture. It's where it is hidden and flowers and animals. I am



really enjoying this book and I know why well for the months to come

This coloring book is so cool; i like how the outside of the coloring book was madethe beautiful

pictures on the inside,the wirds where awesome on each page i got a good laugh on each page that

they are the cutest adult sassy coloring book i would recommend this book over and over again.
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